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FAMILY COMMUNICATION PATTERNS AND CONSUMER SOCIALIZATION

INTRODUCTION \

A commonly accepted belief among behavioral sc/.entists is that

childhood experiences are of great importance in shaping patterns of

adult behavior. This contention is reflected in t<he recently increasing
1
)

emphasis on the study of socialization, i.e., the process By which

. people acquire various patterns of cognitions and behaviors (e.g,

Campbell) 1968). Sociaftzation explanations of htimati behavior make

the following key assumption: "to understand human behavior we must

4cify its social origins and-the processes by which it isqeirned

and maintained" (McLel,and O'Keefe, 1972,:p: 128).

The adaptation of the sbcialization-approach to consumer research

was only recently proposed as a vehicle to the study of consumer

behavior (Ith-d, 1974a). The area commonlyknown as "consumer sociali-

zation" has received"considerable interest ar*attent.iW mainly as a
,

result of various contemporary issues related public And corporate
9 "...<.-t-*/

policy formulation (Ward, 1974a). Public-policy makers have developed

an interest in the area because of various issuts surroundingthe
1

effects of marketing activities (advertising in particulax) on youths

and their families. Marketers are primarily interested in under-

handing how young people develop consumer - related thoughts and

'actions as a means of improving their communication campaigns directed

at this rather lucrative segment it the market. Consumer educators

need to understand consumer sociali;ation in ord r to design appropri-

atp consumer educytion materials and prepare young people for efficient-
,./ .

and effective int raction with the marketplace. }Finally, the area has

)

,
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become of interest to students of sodializatibn and consumer behavior

bicause it seems to present new directions and opportunities tor

studying and understanding consumer.behavio4. As Wafd (1974b) put it:

1

1

. at least some patterns of adult consumer' behavior
are influenced by childhood and adolescents.experiences,
and the study of these experiencesshouid help us to
understand not only consumer behavior among young,peoplie,
but the development of adultpatttrns of behavior as
well (p. 49).

Recent research in the area'of consumer socialization has focused

mainly on 'the effects of television advertising ana cognitive develop-

ment,on.children:s consumer learning (Faber and Ward, 197.6). Con-

sideiably less,attention has been devoted to the examination of the

family's role in the person's consumer socti.alization: While the family
* .

is believed to be an important source
t

of consumer' 'nformatiohf the
.

waysin which it influences the, child's consumer- earning are not

known. Engel and his colleagues (1973), for example, after reviewing

literatureconclude that "the family plays an important role

ill the interpersonal communication in the socialization of children,"

.: .;

bit the specific ways it may.idfluence'consumer-kearning were not'
- . .

.
, . .

clear (p. 396). More recently; Ward (192410 summarized much Of the

consumer socialization literature and cohdluded:.

The st4dies show that there is a:great de al of parental
activity, both purposive and nonpurposive, which is
related to children's eXperkeneeh with money, attitudes
toward consumption, purOase'influneeattempts and the
success of those attempts, and sco foyth. These stuclies

are far from explicithowever; concern4ng bow family
members influence'children in ways which affect their
present, if limited, behavior as consumers or the
patterns of consumer behavior they wij,L adopt,in the
future 31-32). i

. .
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t The study reported in this article examines lntrafamily communi-.

cation influenIts on adolescent consumer learning in terms of mediating

. socialization mocesses. It focused on the learning'of the following

consumption-related cognitions andliehaViOrsl: consumer affairs

knowledge; product,- attribute knowledge; ability to filter puffery in

'advertising;,abilliy to manage family finances;,proOensityto perform

socially desirable'consumer behaviori; materialistic values;'prefer-
t

P.

ences for mass media content,, kinds., amount, and sources of consumer
. -

information; andattitudes toward advertising: brands, stores, prices,

and- salespeople. This list of variables does npt by any means tap

every aspect bk consumer behavior; rather, it seems to represent a

Wide crosesection of consumption-related skills, knoWledge, and

attitudes relevant to the various interested groups (public-policy

, .

r

makeri, marketers, consumer educators, and students of socialization
2

d donsumer behavior ) Finally, it is recognized thft some of these
k

1 4

variables are more relevant to "ant icipatory consumerLsocialitation,"

-Le:, behaviors and cognitions that will be assumelpat some time in

the future. However, as in the area of political socialization, the

A
importance* learning of such orientations Would seem to be of equal mportance

. ,.

(Ward, 1974b, p. A).
0,2

/ .

.21

.
.

The study focuses on consumer socialization during adolescence

because this period is believed ti be a crucial time for.socialization 4 .

(Campbell, 1968),a period during'whiCk much consumer learning seems

to be taking place (Ward, I974a; Hare and Stephens, 1975; Moschis, ....

.
1

o
. ,

. ....

1976).
.
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AMLLY COKkiiiNTCATION ;PATTERNS

4010.4. "
.

Phreht-child refation% are usual-ly.described as a unidimensional
-

--. .
, . ..

por.trayal. of the power'situation within thi familx,,,such as."autociatic- -;

.

1 .

. .

democra'tic,"'cOntrolling-permissiv.0 ..
,
" and "traditional- modern" 4

,

.

- -r....") (McLeo4 ancrChaffee, 1972). The parent .child communication relations
. .

-

1

,
.

.

present a ratber,different, picture. 'Studies based on aconstraint
,

; - ..4. ' ' . 1
.

.. , .- .
s. A

model of parent -child commu#iciatiofi processes cbnstantly find two rela- .-
,-

,. .

. x

.

,
.

.

tively uncorrelated dimeroionf or communication structure: the 'first
.

. :- .
.

(which is adalogous.to the types-of social power) is called socio-

.

oriented, the type orcommunicAtion that is, designed to produce .'
I

.

deference and to foster,harmonious and pleasant social relaiionships
I

* A

athome, The child in homes characterized by such a communication

structure mAy be taught to avoids controversy and repress his,feeli gs

on extrapersonal.topics, for example, by not rguing with adults

giving in on arguments rather than risk offending others. The se ond
A

I

type of communication is called concept-oriented, a patterh that
.

focuses on positive constraints helping the child to develop his pwri
I

1

views about the wor14: he parents may, for example, encourage the
, *A

child to weigh all alternatives before making,a decision or may

t

expose ham to c ntroversy--eLther by differing openly on an issueor

by discussing. it w th guests at home (McLeod and Chaffee, 1972). The

two general dimensions o' parent-to-child communicatiof produce a

'four-fold typology of family communication patterns: laissez-faire,

protective, pluralistic, and consensual (McLeod and'Chaffee, 1972).

8
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Laissei-faire famili,s la'ck emphasis on eftherkra of coimuhi-
,

cation;.there is little p rent-child communication in thesefamilies
o

Protective'families strews obedienceand social hafmony in'their

communication with their child; is little concern overiconceptUal
, .

.

Matters: Pluralistic f milies encourAge open commitnitation and dis,
V,

cussion of ideaswithordt insistring on obeaience to. authority;' the

child is encouraged to dxplorelnew, ideas and express them,without
,

fear'of retaliatp3n..

appears to be mutuali y of re pects...and interests. Consensuarfami-

4
lies stress both typ s of comriunicatioh the child is encouraged. to

-

he emphsis' in. thii communication ;structure - '

take an interest in he Aria' of idelas, yet to so, without diiturb--,
I

ing the family's hi rarthy

I
opinion and internal 4kmony..

Extesive rese rch evidence has led researchers to assume that
:

( '

.
. -

these coMmunicaeio pStierns help guidethe thild in coping with ...

. .

various sitdation he eLou ters outside the immediate family
t, .

i
&

d
1

_ ..

context--for lnst nce, IsitjAtions in relation'to public affairs

.' issues, school a tivit), and mass media.fise (e.g., Chaffee e\al.,

i

1966 and 1971.; M Leod dnd Chaf4e, 197Z). The family communicationi
patterns (FCP) i Lrypoiog was iaentifiedin'the U.S. SurgednIs%Generil

. I

kepoit (1972) on'the fllience of teie4ision violence on children as

a possible mediating factor in explainligthe causal re.lations4ipri '
-- . ., . .

addition, the evidence suggests' that ;'toe influence ofjamily communi.-.
", . . ,

.

cation, as generalized to other&ituatiens,,persists well -into adult-
... . :

.

hood;.it appears to become part of the developing individual
. . . .

O
, & .

. '.
-____

. . ,,
'personality' that he tarries outside the h'eme" 40-alai etal 1971, .

p. 351). .

,
. -

.

. '.*
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The "FCP" fheory has been extensively used in'the.areeof.
1

'

politeal,soc4ization and. ha ispreacted the person's learning in'
1

. . 4 .
the

' 1
v'; .4 "..5-. ..

P. this. drea r Olt well (McLeod of all; 1968-A-65;Chaffee et all, 1970;
tat

4.

Stieihkopf, 1975) . nce. the area of political,socialilzation is simt-
;

J

. lar.toconsum4r soc liiation in-many impOrtant,ways (Ward, 1974b),

FCP, may also (predict con i'ng. 'The generale jiyp:othesis made

4 . ,, -

in this studyis that.the adolescent's consumer behaxior is aondi-

)

1 . .

-,
.

tinned by the structure,of.parentzchild Communication roles inthe home.
1 4

Specifically,. the FCP as a generalized socializing infruence'uould

1

hxpothetica4i ly 4ead'Xo (a).different levels of competence of the
.

.
.

.
adolescentfscOnsumer skills,(b) difEereht perception of material.

I
.

i

;

.gOoas;*(c)idiffeAnt preferences for linount and specific.kinds and

. . .

...'- Sources 0) infoimitiAn, and (d) eventually, rather different respon es

to stimuli

1

..in the marketplace.

,

:
I

:

, ! '

1

,

' THE STUDY

. !

-The sample 'for this study consistedof 301 adolescent respondents

attending Aulior and,seniar high schools of an urban ancXa semirur 1
. .

.

1

,

city in Wisconsin. Self-administered questionnaires were completed by
,

..
. .. ,

'studentlin various classes of three different, schools.

4

ramily Commincaftbb Measures.'
1

Since the dependent varieble's sjere consumption related in ria#ure,

some of the traditionally used items to measurithe two genera?

parent-child communication structures w ere reyised to reflect com
[

4

Cations more directly. relevant to the consumer field.' Items used to 4 .
..

.
. .

easure sdcio-orientation were:

1.
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(Parent)`says the. best way to stay out of t ouble is
to stay aay from it.. f

1

. ., *

. . .

(Parent' says his ideas:are correct and (child) shouldnAt
..- question them:

I

,

(P4rent) answers (ahild's) arguments with saying something
like "You'll know betVer when, you grow up-." , .

I i

'(Parent) says (child) should give in when he argues rat ert
than risk making people angiy., , , , f

)

(Parent) tells v(child) what things -he should or shdr1
buy..' . -

(Parent }, wants to know PwKat (child) does with his money.
1

(Parent) complains when he \,does not like something
(child) bought for himself.

Responses.to these items were,measured pica 5-point "Very of en-Never"
. .

..scale. The concept-ori4ntation relationwas measured simil r,ly and

included the following items:

(Parent) says (child) should make his own decisions 04
things that affect him. , I

(Parent) emphasizes that every member o'f the family, should

haye,some say in family decisions. .

(Parent) adtits that chil6ren.know more about some things
thin adults do. .

(Parent) says that getting (child's) ideas across as
iii0Ortant even if otherd don't like them.

(Parent) asks (child) what he thinks about things (parent)'
buys for himself. e4

'.(Parent) tells (child) why he buys some things for. himtel.f.'

(Parent) tells (child) he should decide about things he
should or shouldir't buy.

(Parent) tells (child). what he does with his Mone

4

9

.
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The reliability coefficient alplvof the two 'scales were-.66 and

. - 4 .

.71, respectively, above the .50 t$ :60 reliability coefficients e ,.
- . .

often recommended for constructs in the early stages of research . '

t.-

It
(Ndfinally, 1967/p. 226). The high internal consistency among general

C\ I

and specific,/tems further suggests that -the generil family commUnica-
:

tion,stzuctures also apply tocommlinicati structured specifically

rented to consumption,matters; and\it provides validity for the

revised items.
A

The sample for this study qas divided into Alatiply "high" and
7 \ .

"low" groups, on each dimension by splting each of the two stales

at median, which yielded a four4old typology of family types with'

approximately equal numbers, in leach cell.. .

Criterion Variables

Criteridn variables were of four kinds (1) consumer Competen-.

. -

cies, (2. materialistic values, (3) 4pmmunication variables, and

(4) attitudes toward marketing stimuli.

Consumer competencies 4ncludes the following ariabilips believed

to_be contributing to the persOn's proficiency and effectiveness, from.

a societal perspective (cf. Mcl:eod and O'Keefe, )972; Brim, 1966;.

k

Moscliis, 1976),as a consimersin the marketplace: ConsUmer affairs

knowledge,*pxoduct.aitiltute k'nowledge, puffery filtering, consumer
.

0.*
. ,

finance manament, and,consumer activity.

N 4tW
Consumer affairs Epowiedge referred to the accuracy of the cog-

.

nitions held with respect to basic erms ,dsed in the marketptaceat

well apaasiC consumer-related legislation. This variable was measured

. , . . , 4

. .., c

11,
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by summing responses representing correct answers to 11 "true-falsel
- .

..,.- . .

don't know" items such'as: ."The mortgage is the down payment on a .

1
' ( q

. '%U.
house".and "Milk sold in the stori''must show .the last day it *can be

: ,
.,

sold:"

Product-attribute knowledge was operaiionAlly defined as ill
.

4' ability to identify prziucts that are claimed to be different on

specific Attributes. This variable was measured by asking respondents

to write the names of 1Z products or brands selected.at random during

prime-time programs over a 3month- period and. summing up items to

form a 6- to 12-point index. A typical.item was: " camera

weighs 16 ounces and costs S66(.00:"

Puffery filtering referred to the respondent's ability to dis-

Criminate "facts" from exaggeration in.advertising. Forty adult

judges were presented with a long list oeadvertising claims contain- .

7ing various amounts of puffery and were asked to determine the degree;

A
of puffery in eachiatem. The final list consisted of twelve items.

i; Six Of these items were considered,(on the basis of the pret st) to

contain the, greatest amount of puffery; the other six were considered.

to contain "true" information. gespondents were given scores of 1, 2,

4 .

aand 3 for responses "believe it
.

is completely true," "believe it 4

(

partly true," and "believe it is n.t true at all," respectively, given
4

r

to thOse itemsthat were considered to contain the great.st amount of 7

puffery;lhey were given scores'of 31.2, and 1 for proVidifig similar

responses to.advertisidg claims considered to be true. Thus, the

.

accuracy index could range from 12 to'36.

fit

I II,
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Consumer finance - management refeirrej fo the'ability to correctly

price selected expense 'items of an average family's monthly budget.
-

Respondents were asked to 'estimate about how. much the average American

family with tOo children and a total monthly income of $1;0b0 spends
. .

on each of the following items: food, clothes, home expenses, auto-
411114

mgbile w enses, other expepses, and savings, Respondents tNi
';44.

assigned a score of 5 for responses falling approxim ately within plus
0

or minus ten percent of the actual expense item esiimato, a 4 for

responses falling within plus or minus twenty percent of-the actual

figures, 3 for responses falling within plus or minus thirty percent,

.a 2 foresponses falling within plus or minus forty percent, and a

score of 1 for resPonses falling approximately within,plus -or minus

fifty or more percent of the actual estimates.' The actual estimates

fpr therexpense iteMs were obtained from the recent U.S. Department.

of Labor's Mnthly Labor Review. The accuracy index. could range from

f

6 to 30. 1

,

Consumer
1

actic4ty refer,red to thp respondent's propensity to A

buy and ,use products or services in a socially desirable way. It was .

.measured by.summing responses to seven,items such as 4, care

4 4

read mostbf.the things they write on packages or lab ls." Responses '

.

r4 * _

to these items were measured on a 5-point "Quite a lot-Don't know"
'

scale.
t

.

Materialism was operationally defined as "an oriexttation empha-

sizihg possessicrn and money for personal happiness and social
.

progrep" (Ward and Backman, l ll, p. 426), Ip was measured by

soliciting responses on a 5 -point "strOdkly agree-strongly diiagree",

fit

I' I
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Likert-type. scale to six items, many of which were similar tp Ward

, and Wackman (1971).

Variables relevant to the adolescent's cnnSmunication behaVior

wire: .(1) preference's for kinds of information, A2) preferences kor

- . scific sources of information, (e) prefarences for different types

f
of s (trees of consumer information` and (4) prefere(ces for consumer

, .

,news content id the mass media. -
..

. .
.

Respondenx preferences for kinds of infarmation included prefer-
. .

ences for.(a)N"ftinctinnal" kinds of information and (b) "sociat".kinds"

4 f information. -Raaie;ences for functional kinds of infdrmation were

defiud in terms of, the adolescenils-4erceived importanceof kn wing
.

five objective kinds of,information (e.g., ''guarantees on various

- brands") prier to purchasing five different Products (bi.cycle, wrist.

watch, pocket calculator:camera, and hair dryer).. Thesep;oilucti

.

;fere selectedSbri.thebasisvf previous studies (Moore and Stephens,

1975; Gilkison, 1973), relevance to adolescents' coWsumer behavior,.
.4

N.
and 'aMouiit of socioeconomic and perf4'Mance risk: tvireaiurement was

made by summing responses across the five productsan4 the five items

of'information. Preferences for social kinds of information were

6

f.sigtar1y measured by summing' responses across the five products and

four different items such as "What others think of eople Pho use

certain brands or products."

4

Preferences for six sources of consumer information were measured:

friends, salespeople, television advertisements, Consumer. Reports,

newspaper or magazine advertisements, and parents. Respohdenti were

askedto indicate the sources "they would rely on most for information

13

1,
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and ach fice before buying" the five difierentproddcts mentidned

earlier (for each product they could indicate more thah one source).

Responses,Wereiummed across the fiyi products to form.O. fo 5 -point
. .

indexes of satircepreference.. .Preferences for different types of

1 sources were thelimeasured by summing across the six sources to form

a S. to.30-point index. Finally,-consumer news media use referred to
.

. ,

ythe erequency of viewing.national and lodalTV news as well as readi4

'
. .

the following items in newspaper; news about the government and

. .

politics, ws about the economy,. and advertisements. A 4- to 20-point
: . s

index was onsiructed by summing respones measured on a,S-point
.

.2;
' :

"Eveiy day-Never" scale. ..

adolescent; were asked to respond to stateM4ti on a

5- point "strongly agreerstrongly disagree°" Likert-type scale designed

to measure the person's attitudes toward the following marketing

stimuli: advertising, salespeople, prices, brands, and stores.
. , A

General attitudes toward adver9sing were' dperati9nally defined

as a construct of cognitive and affective.orivitations concerning

likini.of and bel4eving.in advertising;-efficacy and purpose of adver-:I.

rising; interest in advertising; and liking, of advertising fnivarious
.

media. *his variable was measured by summing responses to ten items
-

such as ' ;Most television commercials-are fun to watch." 1'
.

General attitudes toward salespeople were defined as a construct

of affective and cognitive orientations concerning.the integrity,

friendliness, and politeness of salespeople; belief in and helpfulness

of salespeople. This variable was measured by summing,responses to

five items. such as "Sale speople are polite."
0
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Attitudei

and affect,ive

ing prices as

43.

toward prites were defined as a construct of .cognitive
. .

oriehtation$ toward price-product relationships concern-
.

indicators of product quality and performance, and this

variable was measured by summing responses to four. items such as "Most '

products sold at reduced price are'f poor quality'r (reverse score): -

Attitudes toward brands were defined as a construct of affective
o

and cognitive orientations toward brand names of products; brand. names .

,
as indicators of product quality and performance. This variable was

measured by summing responses to -five items such as "1 prefer a certain

brand of most products I buy or uses. "

) , I
Attitudes toward stores were defined as affective orientations

st.

toward stores and cognitive orientations concerning the name of the

.

store-is indicator of product quality and performance. Measurement

was made by summing responses to four items such as "Well-known stores

never.sell poor quality products."

All criterion viriabl

cient alpha (Nunnally 1967).

were assessed, usin

RESULTS

, The first phase of data analysis (data not shown here) dealt with .

.

the examination of the relationships between'selected demographic

chaftcteristics of the respondents (age, sex, and social class) and

f 0
measure s of family communication structures and patterns: No signiii-

cant relationship emerged between the three charact5ristics and the

communication structures and patterns, suggesting that'the event of
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Attitudes toward ices were defined as a construct of cognitive

and affective orientations toward price- product relationships concern-
,

ing pricesas indicato s of product quality aild performance,
;

and this

variable was measured sx summing responses to fourAtems such as "Most

ucts sold, at reductd.price are of poor quality" (reverse score).

Attitudes toward brands were defined as a construct of affeitive _
t

and cognitive orientations.towatd brand names of pioducts-,Sbrand names
. .

)

as indicators of product qualj.ty and performace,, This- variable-was

measured by summing responses to five items su as "I prefer a certain

brand of most products I buy or use."

Attitudes-toward stores were defined as affective orientations
V

toward stores-and cognitive orientations concerning the.name of the

store as indieatoi of prbduct quility and performance, Measurement
.1

was made by summing responses to four items suchis 1411-known stores

never sell podr quality products.'
- .

criterion variables.were assessed'using reliability coefq-
.

Cient alpHa (Nunnally 1967) .

A

RESULTS

I

The first phase of data analysii (data not shown- here) dealt with

.the examination of ihe relationships between selected demographic

4
characteristics of the respondents (age, sex, and social class) and

measures of fidity copmunication structures and Atterns, No signifi-
.

cant relationship emerged between the three characteristicsand the t

communication structures and patterns, suggesting' that the extent of

itt .
.

P .

, 7 i us .
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these communication illnesses among the respondents in the sample was

. .
,

miptaffected.by their demographic:characteristics. This finding
A

A .

.eliMinated'the need for irluding age and other demographics as
...,

control variables in conducting'Jurther analysii.

Con Sumer .1,,
2

./ .

Rese in tkie related -area of political socialization revealed

C

that a family communication environment stressing strong concept-

4..

orientations stimulates a greater political 4ompetence than Other types

of environments. Specifically, the pluralistic children tend to be

MO e competent in political affairs.than children1from consensual

homes because of the absenbe of social constraints in the former'cate-
, .

gory (McLeod and Chaffee, 1972; Sheinkopf, 1973). Similar findings
,

- . :

"1,#7 nlsoipplY i the,area of socialization.

I. /
--.

Table 1 shows, mean values of measures of various
.
consumer compe-

tencies by_family communication pattern. As expected, students from
\ .

pluralistic homes scored higher on all consumer competence measures (p < 40).

Children from-such a family.background seem to know more about con-
..

4 . \

sumer matters; they are ettPr able to filter puffery in advertise-

ments ana4Otain product-related\informatiOn learned from commercials

(although pluralistic children did not watch significantly more tele-,

vision than their counterparts); they are more -likely.to know how to

manage, a typical iimily budget; dna they tend to, more socially

desirable consumer behaviors than their counterparts. Consensual

A 4.1-1- t\
children,'althol:Igh they seem to beengaginiin socially desirable

. . 4 \\
.

.

I. .r
consumer behaviors, app;ar'to lack basia cognitivecon'sumer.skills

\
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TABLE f

ADOLESCENf'S CONSUMER SKILLS BY FAMILY, COMMiiNICATION.pAtTERS

..

15

i
Consumer Family Communication Pattern Mean Raw
Skill - Laissez Plural- Protec-, Score
Measure faire istic til,... Coniensual Overall

Consumer
Affairs -02 +256

Puffeiy
. -Filteril -14 +28 ,

Product _

Knowledge -01 : '4.280,

(.

Consumer i

Finances 07. * +23

Consume:
,activity .. -25 +17

(Number of
,

Casis) (91) . - (72)

+08,. -27

+11 -17
.

28.26
4.. .

.

+03 -27 6,33*

.

+01 -14 $ - . 14.97

.°

-16 +16 24.67

.

(59) (79) (301)

6.30

Note: Entries.are standard scores based on weighted, means,

setting the overall mean at zero and the standard deviation at

.

unity ,within each row. Scores are calculated to'deciW'placeS;

decimals are Omitted for'simplCity. The overall means for

,,each dependent measure, are shown atthe right of the table.

I.

4
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to a significantly greater extent than children from most of the

,remaining family backgrounds..

4
These results parallel findings in the area of political

socialization. fit both areas the consensual child tends to behave

overtly like the pl_ ur alistic youngster tut lacks knowledge and other

cognitiVe ikrills.on which to base his actions. This might, be due to

the difficult conflicting situation.posed by the two structures pf

A

OO

J

communicatiOn'(McLeod and Chaffee, 1972).

'Materialistic Values
N

Another consideration was to examine.the itent to.which parent-
.,

child communicatiorw affect the development of materialistic values.

Ward(1974b),speculated that families stressing conformity to others

may implicitly encourage children to "learn to purchase and to derive

satisfaction frorh.their purchase's, on the basis of the perceivid

effects on others" (p. 40). Thus, it was expeced that asocio-oriented

communication structure, which encourages the ()Iliad-to develop respect

for otheros and other social orientations. would lead to the development

44
of materialistic orientations.

The data supported this line of reasoning.,. The correlation

between socio-oriented family communication structure and materialism

was statistically significan(r e: .18, p411r .001), while the.relation-

. ship between concept-oriented cdmmunication structure and materialism

.

was insignificant (r. = .00).

Because previous studies found materialistic attitudes to be '

related to social utility motivations for watching televisicr .

sr
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commerciali (e.g., catching commercials to learn how to make good

impressions on others) and not necessarily to the amount of television

viewing (Ward and Wackman, 1971; Moschis, 1976), our .interest was 4
ft

furtherin examining whether such motivations'could be?the result of

family communication structure'at hdme. 'Thus, it was further specU-

-lated that a socio-oriented family communication structure may.

implicitly encourage the child to pay attention to-the-massmedia as

v.

' 'a means of,learning:how to behave in various social settings.
L 4

TO test this proposition the respondents were askedtd indicate

whether they ever watch television shows and: commercials for ten-_

different social reasons such as "to find out what qualities people

like in others" and to learnghat things to buy to make good ifiprei-

sions on others:" Responies were 'summed to form two tr- to ,10-poiht'

scales: one which reflected social utility reasont for watchihg tele-
.

vision commercz Is' and another tapping 'the respondent motivations

for watching televislon programs, with alpha reliability coefficients'

.

of .64 and..70, respectively.

The resulting correlations between socio-Ortented family communi -

41.r-

cation structure' and socia4 utilitymotivations for watching television

commercials was .21 (p < :001). Similarly, the correlation between

the socio - oriented communication structure and the respondent's

motivations to watch television programs for social' reasons was\
equally strong 1r = .17, p < The results suggest that-

.

families characterized by socio-orientation communication structure

may be encouraging their children to turn to the media to learn

I
-e
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cial Orientations or consAptiOn behaviorS appropriate

es.This may kn turn lead to the learning of material-

Communication BEhavior

ft/ 1

c

It was also expected That various'aspects of the-respondent's

commacation behaviot would' be cohditioned by parent-Child communica-
.

tions at home. With respec o the adolescent's preference for kinds

r

of information, pre0ous researchirs speculated that the socio-oriented

person would,be sensitive to "social" kinds of information, while the

concept oriented person woad be sensitive.to information regarding

"functional" aspects of the situation (McLeod and Chaffee, 1972).

The data presentedln.Table2 tend.to support' this line of

reasoning. Emphasis on socio-oriented communication at home correlates

with the adolescent's preferences for social kinds of information.
t

Cr p.13, p < .0t); and it apparently hinders' the development of

preferehies for.functional or rational types of information (r = -:14,

p < 01). While the correlation between the amount of concept-

oriented communication at home and
/
the extent of the adolescent's

preference for functional types of information is.not-strong enough
. -

i .
. .

. to suggest that this type of parent-child communication may predict

the development of such preferences, furtheranalysisshowed.that

pluralistic children had significantly greater preferences for this

kind of information than did children from the other three groups

-

(p < .001, t-test). Th4s, it would.eem that preferences tor,func-
V A

!
tional types og information may develop when the family communication

.

\I
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4.P
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FAMILYtOMMUNUATION STRUCTURES .

AND ADOLESCENTS' pittquku FOR KINDS
0 . OF INFORMATTONa:*

- s . f -

.- 0
,
0==LL0g .

.

0 Kinds of information , Family Communicat on Structure
, .

.. enpreferred Socio=orited' CoAcept-orientedx
a

I

Social information.

.1
-

Functional .information

.13*

-.14** :
4

a 403

407

4

6

a
Table entries are:Oroduct4oment correlations -.

. I

*Significant at .051evel

,

**Significantat .01 level 0 ,

4

-.0
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structure is characterized by pasitive impetus for ;elf-expression-
,

and lacks social constraint.
4

The'Second'consideration concerning the adolescent's communication

behavior was the examination of the extent to which adolescent

preferences for massinedia content, aMoun'Of information, and type

Of information sources,vary by family communication patterml-Previous

research-suggested that
e
Laissez-faire, children, in the absence of any

parent-child communication at home, may tend to rely less-on parents

and more on external storces of consumer information such

groups (McLeod.and Chaffee, 1072). Pluralistic children,

show relatively higheriegard for their parents' opinions

. .

expected to prefer this source of consumer information more than their,'

as peer

who seem to

, went.

counterpartskion

evaluate sevet

show, relatively

tion contafhing

Consumer Reports (Chaffee et al., 1966; McLeod. and Chaffed: 1972).

Pluralistic c-children were also expected2to score high on pxeferences
r 0

the other groups, and since they are trained to

alternatives prior to decision making, they would

higher preferences for sources of consumer informal'
e e
e

Oarge number of alternative folutions such as

for number of ififormation sources (Chyfee et al., 1971)1 Protectiye

-1/' . .
)

children were expected to be more susceptible to (therefore, have
::.';'

/

greater preferences for) consumer,infoimationfrom bolt groups .

,
. %

and persuasive messages in theAss media (swaTa, 1968; Stone and

Chaffee, 1970). Consensual ghildren were ex4ted to show high '

preferences for consumer ni4s in the mass media (Chaffee et al., 1971).

Table 3 shows.mean values of various measures of the adolescent
A

\

communication behavior b faMilycommunication pattern. The data show

l'17, 7P114

:" ti. .1*
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'FABLE 43

:"..

ADOLESCENT'S COUNICATION\BEHAVIOR BY *FAMILY
, M

COMMUNICATION PATTERN'S,

,
_

Family Communication Pattern t Mean Raw .

communication Laissez Plural- Protec- Oobsen, Score
Utiables 'faire istic ' tive sual Overall

. .

.... . .

Preferencesfor
Information
Sources:

--Television Ads -. 12 -OS +20 +04 '1.18
.

--Salespersons '+00 . -03 +17. -09 1.81
.s.

Consumer +01 +23 -02 ,' -21. 1.86

Reports .

--Parents : -23/ ( 4.18 +13 -01 3.21 .-.)

--Print Ad; -0 +08 +12 09 .93

--Peers . -23 *09 +2S -08' 2,43

Total Number of"
Sources used A +19 --*26 - -14 11.43

Consumer News
0

Media Use -24 +40 -17' i1.21

(72) (59) 4(79) (301)(Number of cases) (91)

ote: Entries are stand ard scores based on weighted means, set-
.

ing the overall mean at zero and the standard deviation at unity

within each row. Scores are calculated to decimal places; decimals

are omitted for simpli4ty:. The overall means for each

dependent measure are shown at the right of the tatile. A

t

S
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that Laissez-faire children, as expect tend to rely relatively

less on their parents as a source of consumer information,. However,

they do not tend to rely necessaritly mop on:peers; rather they are

less. likely to rely on peet groups, (p < .0)) , They are, spier least

jikely to have preferences fur consumer news in the mass media' (p <

.01):. Pluralistic children tend to priier.parental advice to a greater

extent than do children from the other three groups (5 < .07), and

they
$

showcrelatively greater preferences for information contained in

Copsumei RePorts'/p c.OS). fromplkiralisgc homes also

are more likely to attendto consumer news in the mass media then are

their counterparts (p < .001) -and they tend to prefer information from

a'variety of communication sources (p < .06).

The data also seem to support the reasoning that children efrom

protective homes are highly receptive to (thustsuiCept ble to influ-

ence of) consumer information from external sources such as peers

(p .05) and to a lesser extent television advertisements (p < .10).

This susceptibility-to outsidq influences has been attributed-to

parental effort to protect the c hild from controversy within the home:

.(McLeoa afieehaffee, 1972). Consensualchildren are least likely to

prl!'er information from Consumer Reports than are children_in the

remaining groups (p < ,OS). Another rather unexpected finding was

that protective children were found to be the group most likely to

prefer information from a variety'of sources (p < .0S).

/2)

r
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Attitudes
.

ma'

The final consideration in this ;turfy .was toexamine the extent

. to which adolescents

responded differently

vedioction
appears oo

attitudes toward the

nor related 'research

. A
c% area, the general hypothesis of the relationship between family

t
.

-4communication.4Ierns and'responseS to marketing stimuli was merely

an exploratory one. .

from various family communication backgrounds
4

to marketing stimuli. Since neither theoretic)
A

exist with. respect to the direction of consumer

various stimuli l cf. Tannenbaum and McLeod, 1967)

to guide speailations and hypotheses in the

L`

.

Table shows' mean values of adttlescents. attitudes,towafd idver-

Using, brands, storts prices; and salespeople by family communicalkop

pattern! Laissez.fliTe children appeai to have more 'negative atti-

. _

tudes toward persuasive'marketing stimuli such as advertising. (R < .001)
.

and salespeople '(p p < 01) thdh do their counterparts in the 'other'
4

three groups. Protective children show relatively unfavorable atti-

tudes toward brands (13 < .05), while pluralistic children show reia -,

Sively more favorable attitudes toward prices (p < -.01) and sales-

people (p < .0t). Finally, consensual children haVe relatively more
. .

favOrablcs attitudes toward advertising (p < .01), brands (p <407),

and stores (1) < but theylhave the leasc favorable attitudes

toward prices (p < .01) of the other three groups. These findings 0

4
. suggest therfsmily communication patterns at home ;ay affect the

development of affective and cognitive orientations toward marketing

'stimuli in chiildreh.

'1

.

4
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ADOLESCENT'S ATIITI.IDES TOWARD AiiKETING STIMULI
fr FAMILY CONKINICATION PATTERNS

24

.

e

4

.

Attitude
Measures

. Family Communication'Pattern Mean Raw'
Score
Overall

Laissez
fair *.

Plural-

,istic-

Ptotec-
-, tive

.

-
.,,

*Consensual

Advertising
. . .

Brands

Stores-

/
ce4Pri

--

Salespeople
,

(Number of
Cases)

.
.

-29

01

-01

.

, -04

-19

(91)-

.

.

+.10

-02
.

19

+33 ,

+20

(72)

.

-02

-23

-IS

-03

, :04.

(56

, +24

+17

+21'.

-24

+08

,(79)

_ '27.77

14.61

10.70

10.48

16.77

(301)

Note:. Entries are standard scores based on weighted means,

.setting the overall mean at -zero and the standard deviation at

unity wit rm each row. Scores are calculated to decimal places;

decimals are omitted for simplicity. The overall means for

each dependent measure are shown at the right of the table.

(
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

This study of adolescent consumer socialization examined family

influrces on the development of various consumer competencies,

'materialistic values, communication behaviors,.and attitudes toward

marketing stimuli. Family influences were swdied'in thecontexi of

a two-dimensional constraint model of communication which-provides a

four-fold typology of -family communication, patterns.

With respect to the influence of the various family communication

patterns of the acquisition of certain consumer competencies, the

results of this study were fairly similar to those found'in the area'

of political socialization. Specifically, children-from families

characterized by insistence on conceptual matters and Osence of
. .

social constraints in their communications ("phiralitics") were found.

to have more knowledge about consumer-related matters; they were,

better able to filter puffery in advertising and to manage a typical

family budget; they knew more information about products and their

charadteristics and were more likely to perform socially desirable

consumes behaviors.

The findings further sugg st,that parents who emphasize the

importance of pleasant soci relationships in the family.(socio
.

.

oriented structure}-in their communications with their children may.
...)

. .

implicitly encourage.their children to evaluate their actions (includ-

ing consumption behaviors), on the basis of the perceived effects on

others. This may result in the development of materialistic orienta-
.

tions in the-child's consumer behavior.

PM.
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The family communication patterns arso'predicted some aspects of

't he adolescent's communication behavior. Parent-child-communication

Structures, which Vary greatly from family to family, apparentlylead.

to differentiated patterns of communication behavior by the time

Youngsters reach adolescence. The results further suggest that such

intrafamily influences may affect the child's perception of various

marketing'-stimuli.

These ffildings appear to have implications for public policy

makers, marketers, consumer educators, and students of socialization

and consumer behavior., Publiofficials concerned with responding to

criticisms bylyarious consumer groups regarding the effects of

marketing practices on the development of materialistic orientations

in youngsters should know that such orientations may be the resultof

parent-child communication structures at home-not merely the effect

of persuasive communications, as critics would argue (Action for

Children's Television, 1971).

1

The FCP typology may also be a useful tool for marketers in
.

designing effective and efficient communication campaigns directed at

youbg consumers, since youths ftom different family communication

backgrounds tend to exhibit different communication behavior. Know-

ledge of the FCP pattern characterizing a desirable segment of the

youth market would suggest to the-marketer whether information is

relevant tothat segment, the kind of information, demand, andthrough

what sources of communication the information should be made ivail-

able tstille market. such knowledge might further assist marketers%in
4

allocating marketing effort tothe various, components of their

a
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marketing mix, since young consumers from different fe!) backgrounds

appear to respond more or less favotibly to various marketing stimuli.

The findings would seem to be of specialinteieAt to various
,

groups of people such as consUMereducators, public officials, and

even marketers who are, interested in helping young people become more

effective and competent consumers in the marketplace., The inforMation

,could be used in consumer education materials and practices' designed

for both adults and youths. Consumer education materials designed for

adult consumers should point out the importance of encouraging a

concept oriented family communication structure and avoiding a socio-.

oriented structure at home. The child, fOr example, could be

encouraged xo take an interest in the world of consumer ideas and
.'

feel free to discuss consumption"matters with older people. Teachers

Could also use parent-child communication measures such as those used

in the iagmsnt research ko identify the PCP existing at homes of

their students and, if deeded, try to,411 in communication gaps ai

school. 4

Finally, we4would argue for th usefulness of parent-child

communication structures in future studies of consumer socialization

'460,
and consumer behavior. The study results surest that FCP.may"be

good predictors of consumer learning and con er behavipr in general,
. . 4Ala.

asthey were in the areas of political behavior and metes use, The

findings provide stronger support for the uP.CP" model in shaping one .

:-. -

behavior since the model seems to piedict not only politic41 sociali-

zationzation and media-use haihits. but also consumer behavior.
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2 FOOTNOTES

1
Consumer behavior is viewed from the perspective

c
of consumer

role enactment; al concept which includes what

as "th, set:of pOsical and mental activities

4urchase decisionsshopping, talking to others about produCts and

Ward.(1974a) describes

specially involved in

brands and weighing purchase criteria'! (p. 2); its,not confined to

purchase,decisions but also includes relevant skills that motivate

purchase and consumption, as well as socially desirable behaviors

that may contribute to efficient utilization of economic resources

for the satisfaction of the maximum number of society's members

(Brim, 1966).

A
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